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Tips for Designing Creative Actions 

 
You Can Maximize Spectacle By Using: 

 
 Scale (bigger is often better) 

 Repetition of visuals (lots of the same simple visual is stunning) 

 Repetition of movement (everyone does the same simple movements with 

bodies/signs/flags/puppets) 

 Recognizable icons, characters or images 

 United aesthetic; simple constraints (color scheme, unified symbol, etc) 

 Audience participation; give people something to do   
 

 

You Can Think Out-of-the-Box in Designing an Action By: 
 

 Using the art as a functional part of the action, not just as decoration (Not 

art at an action, but an action doing art) 

 Renaming tactics to make them new and relevant (Don’t organize a 

“march”, organize a “gentrification tour”, etc…) 

 Engaging peoples’ imagination around what IS possible 

 Remaking spaces 

 Reclaiming spaces 

 Challenging the dominant story 

 Infiltrating (Posing as one of them; making outlandish action seem official) 

 Culture Jamming 

 Interrupting business-as-usual 

 Demonstrating the problem 

 Enacting alternatives 

 Flash mobbing 

 Using cultural norms or inverting those norms 

 Using satire and/or humor 

 Incorporating your opponent’s reaction as part of the action (Example: An 

action against the role of money in politics sent activists dressed as dollar 

bills on a 5K run to the Capitol building. When the cops stopped them on 

the steps, they presented the cops with an award congratulating them for 

keeping money out of politics.) 

 Using cultural moments for themed actions/activities (Holidays, parades, 

etc…) Note: To avoid appropriating someone else’s culture, consider using 

moments that are from your group’s culture or that are part of the 

dominant culture. 
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